Swifty Bunny
(c)2020 baggetta.com
Maiandra Font

Stack Cut 4 Wheels
1/4” Center Hole
2 - 3” 1/4” Dowel for Axel
Eggs need to be cut on the scroll saw

Egg Wheels (c)2020 baggetta.com
Alternate wheel pattern

Circles can be cut on scroll saw or use a forstner bit to make work easier

Circle wheels (c)2020 baggetta.com
Cut the wheels from 1/2” plywood
Cut Swifty from 1/2” plywood and round over edges. Drill leg holes a bit larger than the 1/4” dowel used as axel.
Cut strips of duct tape and wrap around wheel dowels, so that Swifty will stay close to the center when moving.